






























































Turn Your Web Site Into A Profit Center with "4D" by LaDezign!





Owning a web site is like having a pet. You can have a dog that lies around all day waiting for its next meal or you can have a pet that is happy and active and a real part of your life. For a web site to produce tangible. meaningful and profitable results for your business, you need to treat it like your favorite pet. You must give it a fair amount of attention, give it fresh content and let people see it and interact with it in the same way you would with your lucky labrador retriever.



We have invented a 4 step web site monetization strategy modeled after Menlo Lippowski's 4 Dimension Thinking Formulas. This is how it works:

	 We work with you to define your goals.
	 We then design a graphic interface (ie. web page or full wen site.
	 We then deploy your site with a solid architecture and navigation flow
	 Last step is to deliver results (traffic, sales and leads and statistics)



With the power of 4D thinking, we have gained a strategic excellence in TWO specific areas.



1. We can give your web site a fresh, appealing design that matches your intended customer's interests, tastes and expectations.



2. We can optimize your site to attract free search engine traffic.



Getting new "targeted" visitors to your web sites is the business owner’s dream. Not just any traffic but direct targeted hungry traffic because such people turn into clients as opposed to window browsers. Search engines like Google, MSN and Yahoo provide unique opportunities for site owners to get listed either by paying for ads based on keywords or by “ranking” in the free natural results area of people’s search requests. The process of producing high rankings in the free search results area is called Search Engine Optimization (SEO).



Our company has a special division called the SEOTimetable which devotes itself entirely to ranking high on search engines. We have spent 8 years studying the search engines and testing our methods in order to provide our clients with reliable and efficient optimization technique. When you engage the SEOTimetable, our team of professionals will research, analyze and customize a list of keywords which potential customers in your particular industry would be searching for and then we design a campaign to get you ranked for those keywords on all the major search engines.



What a Site Optimization Company can do for you
	Create a list of keywords for you to target.
	Optimize links within your web page.
	Advise designers on placing unique content.
	Integrate robots.txt files for search engine spiders.
	Add your web site to thousands of web directories.
	Contact other web sites to promote your web site to their customers.


Web Site Design and Optimization Ethics




Our company prides itself on its ethical and moral judgment which we bring to every single client. We do not work for porn or spam related web sites. The same ethics are applied within our SEO and web design techniques. We use ethical and organic techniques to build authority and attractiveness within your site so that when you do get ranked it stays there. And with a compelling look and feel, you can guide your prospects into becoming customers.




5 Guidelines for Working with LaDezign.com

	 Plan for an ongoing campaign. Get the resources to make an initial 6 month site optimization push. It's a good taste of what to expect over time.





	 Have patience. Web site design and optimization can take time to generate results depending on your starting point. The search engines don't like to see artificity. Therefore, the links we get from other sites pointing to your site and the new content pages we build have to be added naturally. You may not see your sales or traffic increase right away. This is why it is called organic optimization - it looks natural to humans and to the search engine algorithms.


	 Set measurable goals. Reporting should be done right away so you establish a baseline. Then each period we will provide you with a subsequent report so you can see the results and evaluate what steps to take to improve the metrics you are measuring. We will make sure you get at least monthly if not weekly reporting. This helps you know the progress of the project and gives you an idea of what is being accomplished.


	 Update stakeholders. People in your company need to know your web site strategies and plans. Any new products or product changes impact your web site. With enough planning, your web site design and content team can help generate the traffic early on to match product launches.


	 Set reasonable expectations. If you outsource services for your web site, don't look for guarantees. They don't exist in the real world. Look for performance on prior jobs and get references. 























CASE STUDIES

AbsoluteMed.com

ArtisanPrecast.com

GrandpasCoffeeCakes.com





VIEW THESE RESOURCES

Frequent SEO questions

Site checklist

Why we're good at this

What is SEO?

Web design tips





See More Web Projects







	
	



























Request A Free Quote





























About LaDezign.com



For 11 years, our creative team of expert designers and in-house web programmers has offered:



+ Website Design

+ E-commerce Stores

+ Content Mgmt Systems

+ Web Development










ASK US A QUESTION



+ What is LaDezign?

+ What services do you offer?

+ Who are your clients?

+ Why choose LaDezign?

+ How do I contact LaDezign?










































































	
    


Innovative Web Site Design Solutions


LaDezign web site design and the WebCart© eCommerce solution combines the technical, operational, branding and marketing elements 
required to deliver truly superior results that will strengthen customer relationships, increase and improve brand awareness, increase sales 
and contribute to competitive advantage.



Because each La Dezign eCommerce solution is conceived, planned, executed, developed, deployed and maintained to meet the specific requirements of each unique application, 
our clients receive a solution that reaches and exceeds their goals. The industry-standards based, cross platform solution is entirely modular, providing our clients 
with the freedom to choose what they want, when they want it. LaDezign works within your existing infrastructure and internal skill sets, making it easy and cost-effective 
to deploy and maintain without the pain and resource strain often created by major development efforts.



By providing the structure, programming logic, administrative control, graphic design and data exchange capabilities required to deliver a complete solution, 
La Dezign is ideal for organizations seeking to gain more from their interactive channels. When planned and executed properly, our clients will realize an improvement 
in operational efficiencies, receive accurate, secure and profitable transactions, gain and retain delighted and loyal users, become empowered by utilizing easy site 
management tools, and reinforce or enhance existing product and company branding.



   
    
	 	
    


LaDezign.com in the News


February 3rd, 2008

ArtisanPrecast.com relaunches an updated version of its concrete fencing web site.

View Site




January 26th, 2008

AbsoluteMed.com achieves TOP RANKINGS for medical equipment related search terms after utilizing our exclusive SimulPhaseSEO traffic generation program.

View Site
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